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Dear Member,

NEW ZEALAND LABOUR NEWS

Among the world leaders being judged daily by their response to the coronavirus pandemic, New
Zealand's Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, has once again proved a shining star on the international stage.

As the unprecedented scourge and challenges of the novel coronavirus have claimed lives across the
globe, New Zealand has experienced one of the lowest per capita losses in the world.

"Stay the course. We cannot afford to squander the good work to date when our end goal is
so close and within reach." -- New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern

On March 26th, PM Ardern ordered a month-long shutdown to slow the spread of the deadly virus, which,
under the nation's pandemic modelling, was originally projected to result in up to two-thirds of Kiwis
becoming infected.

Instead, thanks to Ardern's strict lockdown policy, including closing the
border to international travelers, New Zealand has suffered only
1,486 cases and 20 deaths as of this writing.  

Ardern, who took office just two and a half years ago, has already faced
multiple hardships as prime minister. She led the country through the
March 2019 terrorist attacks at Christchurch and subsequently banned
semi-automatic firearms. In December 2019, a volcanic eruption killed
21 New Zealanders and severely injured many others. Only a few
months later, the novel coronavirus hit.

The pandemic has devastated the New Zealand's tourism industry, which employs one in eight New
Zealanders, and unemployment has risen from about 4 per cent before COVID-19 hit to forecasts as high
as 11 per cent.
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"What comes next? What does
recovery look like?"

As the country cautiously plans to open back up, its working families are grappling with the immediate and
long-term repercussions of the pandemic.

SkyCity announced a loss of $90 million in monthly revenue due to the coronavirus restrictions, laying off
200 staff in early April. After restructuring the company, SkyCity expects around 900 people to be
affected.

Unite Union national secretary Gerard Hehir said SkyCity had not
consulted with the union over the redundancies. Workers found out about
the 200 job cuts announced earlier this year through the media, before
hearing from SkyCity.

The hotel and casino company has also established a relief fund, asking
workers to donate some of their pay to those made redundant. The
pressure to contribute portions of their salary to the fund is considered a
betrayal by some as the redundancies are expected to mount.

"At a time when the focus should be on people it is still on profit. The first communication and only
communication has been about redundancies. Thanks for asking after our welfare," said one worker.

A SkyCity spokeswoman said it "invited" employees to contribute after the company received messages
from staff offering to help the company's financial position, and that the company has sent more than two
dozen information communications, including frequently asked questions.

SkyCity has been paid $21.7 million for 3272 staff through the
Government's wage subsidy scheme, which the spokeswoman said was
separate from the hardship fund, was being passed on directly to staff.

Rebuild Better
On May Day, the internationally-recognized day that celebrates all working
people, E tū union launched its "Rebuild Better" campaign, including a
questionnaire that asks citizens to share their experiences, concerns and
priorities during the COVID-19 pandemic.

In addition to rating the government's response to the crisis, the survey
offers ways to "take action to get the recovery we need."

"The COVID-19 crisis has affected every worker in New Zealand. Our country has been lucky but big
changes lie ahead and E tū is determined we will rebuild better. We need a future that's better for
workers, better for the country and better for the next generation."  Take the Rebuild Better Community
Survey!

Petitioning for a Living Wage
All Kiwis are facing hardship under the COVID-19 lockdown, but this is especially true for minimum wage
workers, like Auckland Council contracted cleaners and security guards, who have taken a 20 per cent
pay cut, bringing their pay to well below the minimum wage. 

A petition has been launched by the Living Wage Movement to get
Auckland Mayor Phil Goff to fulfill his reelection campaign promise to pay
council-contracted cleaners a living wage.

On April 1, the minimum wage was increased to $18.90 an hour, but with the
20 per cent cut, cleaners are being paid $15.12 an hour.
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E tū: Excluding the input of workers
"a slap in the face" (NewsHubNZ)

In response, Goff has said that while he recognised the hardship many were
facing, the decision to cut the pay of cleaners was made by the cleaning
company, and said the council could not make additional payments to private companies on top of the
Government subsidy. 

Auckland Council faces a cut in operating revenue of up to $450 million, but Goff said he was committed
to ensuring cleaners were paid a living wage and was seeking the "millions of dollars" needed from the
council's budget to do so. Sign the petition to the Auckland Council!

Supermarkets Roll Back COVID Pay
Supermarket workers are upset that their pay rises are being rolled back
as the country comes out of level four lockdown. 

Companies Foodstuffs and Countdown each gave essential staff a 10 per
cent pay boost for working through the initial month-long lockdown,
but workers have now been told that is coming to an end as the country

emerges from level-4 lockdown.

Keep Dunedin Rail Rolling
The Dunedin Railways Limited (DRL) Board of Directors have recommended closing the popular Taieri
Gorge Railway, citing falling revenues due to the COVID19 pandemic. 

DRL is 100 per cent owned by Dunedin City Holdings Limited, the business arm of the Dunedin City
Council, which on April 6th, voted 14-1 to mothball the railway at a meeting behind closed doors.

The Rail and Maritime Transport Union (RMTU), which represents
workers at DRL who would lose their jobs, opposes a move to mothball
the railway, calling for genuine engagement by DRL management with
staff and their union to investigate alternative options for the future.

Workers at DRL have put forward a proposal to reinvigorate the company,
saving the iconic tourist attraction and over 50 jobs.

The proposal outlines options for reconfiguration of the business away
from the cruise ship market to the domestic market, commuter services to local destinations such as
Mosgiel and Port Chalmers, as well as the establishment of long distance passenger services between
Dunedin and other cities on the main south line.

Other possibilities include the sale or transfer of ownership of the Wingatui to Middlemarch line to
KiwiRail, with DRL to operate like other heritage rail concerns and pay a fee for track access.

''We deeply regret the impact on our staff and their families. This is a very
difficult time for them, and we will work hard to do everything we can to
look after them,'' Dunedin Railways chairman Kevin Winders said after
council's decision was made public. Join the Keep Dunedin Rail
Rolling Facebook group.

Excluding the Voice of Workers
In the early stages of coronavirus crisis, the Ministry of Health launched
an independent review after five significant clusters of COVID-19 were
found in rest homes in Auckland, Waikato and Christchurch.

The review panel, made up of public health officials and industry representatives and has no workers or
officials from the union or any rest home residents.
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Sam Jones from the E tū union said without the worker's on-the-ground knowledge, the review "won't be
the full picture ...(and) the outcome of making sure we don't have more clusters in rest homes won't be
achieved if there's any further community spread."

The Ministry of Health said workers would be spoken to during the review, but
that the intention is for rapid progress so it is using a small group who have
wider links into the relevant sectors.The panel's final report will be presented
to the Director-General of Health by May 29. The report, with its
recommendations, will be published in mid-June.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR NEWS

Half of Global Workforce at Risk
The continued sharp decline in working hours globally due to the COVID-19 outbreak means that 1.6
billion workers in the informal economy -nearly half of the global workforce - stand in immediate danger of
having their livelihoods destroyed, warns the International Labour Organization.

According to the ILO Monitor, the drop in working hours in the current (second) quarter of 2020 is
expected to be significantly worse than previously estimated.

Regionally, the situation has worsened for all major regional groups. Estimates suggest a 12.4 per cent
loss of working hours in Q2 for the Americas (compared to pre-crisis levels) and 11.8 per cent for Europe
and Central Asia. The estimates for the rest of the regional groups follow closely and are all above 9.5 per
cent.

Worldwide, more than 436 million enterprises face high risks of serious disruption. These enterprises are
operating in the hardest-hit economic sectors, including some 232 million in wholesale and retail, 111
million in manufacturing, 51 million in accommodation and food services, and 42 million in real estate and
other business activities.

For millions of workers, no income means no food, no security and no future...As the
pandemic and the jobs crisis evolve, the need to protect the most vulnerable becomes even

more urgent." 
-- Guy Ryder, ILO Director-General

May Day is Our Day, Even Under Lockdown
The International Union of Food, Agricultural, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco & Allied Workers
(IUF) 

"The words projected onto a wall during the mass protests in Chile last year now resonate across the
globe: 'We won't go back to normal, because normal was the problem'. The massive economic crisis
accompanying the spread of COVID-19 illuminates that normalcy with a harsh spotlight.

The pandemic has exposed the incapacity of our health systems to cope with
an emergency that was predictable and predicted. Health care, a basic human
right, has been decimated by years of enforced austerity, outsourcing, 'just-in-
time' management and profit imperatives. Now, in an emergency, health
workers are bravely struggling with overwhelming shortages of personnel,
protective equipment, essential supplies and medical facilities. Nursing homes
have become mass tombs for the sick and the elderly.  
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The health crisis is symptomatic of a larger pathology. Food banks in wealthy
countries are overwhelmed and millions of daily laborers walk the roads of
India because permanent insecurity is a universal condition. Governments
speak of overcoming fear in the fight against 'an invisible enemy', but 'normal'
is rooted in fear: fear of losing one's job, fear of eviction, fear of becoming sick
or injured, fear of falling into debt and poverty, the fear of reprisal for speaking
up and organizing solidarity. May Day and the international labour movement
were born in the struggle against the exploitation which underpins that fear.

Like the miners who, over the course of the last century, struck for soap along
with better wages and improved mine safety, in the current crisis workers in hugely profitable meat and
poultry companies have had to strike for elementary health and safety protection. Restaurant, food
service and hospitality workers still working are fighting the same battle, as employers resist basic
measures to mitigate the spread of the virus and save lives. IUF affiliates are struggling to secure soap,
along with clean water, safe transport, and housing and decent wages for agricultural workers.

Food and agricultural workers previously considered disposable are now deemed to be 'essential.' Will
that recognition extend beyond the crisis to investment in health and public services, safe and secure
work for all those who help feed the world, full protection for trade union rights and genuine steps towards
a sustainable food system?

An ideological about-face has accompanied the crisis response. Balanced budgets, 'lean government' and
austerity are forgotten (though notably not by all European Union finance ministers); governments are
creating massive sums to stave off collapse, even putting money directly into people's pockets. Are we
witnessing 'the end of neo-liberal capitalism,' as the French bank Natixis recently proclaimed?

When the global financial machine collapsed in 2008, extraordinary measures were taken to revive it, and
we were told that nothing could remain as before. Global finance was reanimated at public expense, after
which we returned to 'normal.' Much of the world was still suffering from the impact of that failed response
when COVID-19 appeared. 'Normal' lurches from crisis, and we face a global climate emergency.

Will governments discipline a bloated financial machine which is (again) receiving a generous share of
bailout funds, with no democratic oversight? Will they turn to even greater reliance on 'public-private
partnerships' when a return to normalcy is declared and it's back to business as usual, because 'there is
no alternative'? Will they mobilize the resources needed to stave off environmental collapse? Will migrant
workers now granted resident status as a crisis measure retain their permits when the pandemic abates,
and will it be extended to future migrants? Will agricultural workers have to continue to fight for soap?

The answer depends in large measure on us. The status quo is not only untenable, declared
Australia's United Workers Union at the onset of the crisis: 'Moments of rupture create space and impetus
for change.' Social progress has never emerged spontaneously from collapse; we will have to organize
that space. If public goods are to be brought under public control as we return to work, a vastly stronger
labour movement and a more ambitious political agenda will be needed. And if we are indeed seeing the
return of the state after being instructed for decades that 'the market' is the sole institution on which
human society can be based, what kind of state will that be? Under cover of the crisis, many governments
continue to pursue their ongoing assault on rights, and the crisis gives them new tools. Authoritarian
government will emerge stronger from the pandemic if we don't organize to defend the democratic rights
we need to breathe, organize and struggle together.

Since 1890, workers around the world have celebrated May Day on picket lines, at rallies, in prisons, in
concentration camps and in the midst of insurrections; this year, for the first time in 130 years, we won't
be on the streets. But May Day remains our day, the day on which labour affirms its global solidarity and
commitment to fighting for a new world."
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Women Health Workers: Working Relentlessly in Hospitals and at Home
ILO Senior Specialist Emanuela Pozzan and Umberto Cattaneo, Economist

"Women globally make up over 70 per cent of workers in health, including those working in care
institutions. They are on the front line of the fight against COVID-19 and these past few weeks have been
the worst they have ever seen. As a result of the pandemic they are facing a double burden: longer shifts
at work and additional care work at home.

Take Alberta Delle Grazie. She is the Head Nurse of an intensive care
unit in a hospital in the North of Italy. Her work entails long hours, night
shifts, and a high level of responsibility. "It was already difficult before,"
she told me, "but right now, after three weeks of the COVID-19
emergency, we are exhausted, worried and emotionally drained. Many of
us have been infected, some have died."

Alberta has three small kids at home. She sees them only a couple of
hours a day after work and when she does it has not been easy. "It is an
excruciating agony to put the body of a person in a bag and then go
home and pretend all is fine," she said.

It's an example of the daily emotional and mental pressures many women (and men) health workers are
under.

For the almost 100 million female workers in health and care institutions around the world, balancing work
and family responsibilities has always been a challenge. The outbreak has shed light on these
longstanding gender inequalities. It has also exposed and exacerbated an already existing global care
crisis.

In normal circumstances, women perform a daily average of 4 hours and 25 minutes of unpaid care work
against 1 hour and 23 minutes for men. The pandemic, along with its associated closure of schools,
childcare and other care facilities have heavily increased the daily time spent in unpaid care work.

This is particularly true for female health workers living in single headed households who might have no
other option but to care themselves for their children and older parents when returning from work, with the
risk of infecting them with COVID-19.

It is often said that in difficult times, people do things that were unthinkable before. Hence, some
governments have taken measures to support workers, particularly those working in sectors involved in
the emergency response that are less likely to be able to work from home.

For instance, in Italy a "Babysitter bonus" of up to 1,000 Euros (1104 US$) has been introduced to enable
health sector workers to pay for home-based childcare. In Austria, France, Germany and the Netherlands,
where childcare facilities and schools have generally been closed, some facilities remain open, with a
skeleton staff, to look after the children of essential service workers. Germany has also increased access
to childcare benefits for low-income parents, while South Korea has issued vouchers for 2.4 trillion Won (2
billion USD) to low-income households as they shift from child day care to homecare.

More such measures will be necessary if we are to continue helping female health workers face the
impossible task of fighting COVID19 and take care of their families at home. But long-term solutions are
also needed.

This pandemic has shed light on the importance of paid and unpaid care work. It provides us with a
unique opportunity to prioritize investments in the health and care sector. Shortsighted policies on
redistributing unpaid care work between women and men, between families and the State are no longer a
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viable or sustainable option.

If we are to come out of this crisis with more equitable societies, women will need to be fully involved in
the rethinking and redesigning of the world of work post-COVID-19."

Trader Joe's and Other US Firms Suppress Unionisation Efforts During Pandemic
The Guardian, Michael Sainato
"US corporations are cracking down on unionisation efforts as workers try to organize under the shadow
of the coronavirus pandemic.

Companies, including grocery chains Trader Joe's and Whole Foods, airport concession operators, local
authorities and even a furniture company owned by the billionaire Warren Buffett have moved to control
efforts to unionise as workers become increasingly concerned about workplace safety during the
emergency.

The Trader Joe's chairman and CEO, Dan Bane, sent a letter to all employees on 31 March opposing
labor unions, and calling attempts to recruit staff "a distraction", the latest in a series of memos and
actions taken by the company to suppress union organising efforts calling for hazard pay and adequate
protections for grocery store workers during the pandemic.

'It's a blatant anti-union letter,' said a Trader Joe's employee in New Jersey
who requested to remain anonymous for fear of retaliation. 'It's in bad taste
and shows the greed this company has instead of taking proactive
measures to keep the crew and customers safe.'

A Trader Joe's spokesperson told the Guardian in an email, "Because a
union has chosen to inject itself into the lives of our crew members during
this time of crisis - even as we follow and lead in best practices in
compensation, benefits, safety and sanitation - we have no alternative but
to remind and share the facts with our crew members.

As workers on the frontlines of the coronavirus pandemic have
organized protests and strikes, several employers have responded by stepping up attempts to oppose
unionisation, repeal workers' rights won in bargaining, and fire workers en masse who had recently
publicized intent to organise a union in their workplace.

Concession workers at Orlando international airport have filed official complaints against their employer,
HMSHost, over the lack of coronavirus safety protections, which included continuing to hold anti-union
captive audience meetings during the pandemic. A union election for workers to join Unite Here
scheduled for late March was delayed and is currently being rescheduled due to the pandemic.

"I tried to refuse to go because we were short-staffed," said Rosanny Tejeda, a Starbucks barista at
Orlando international airport for about one year before recently being furloughed. Tejeda claimed the
meeting did not adhere to social distancing or take into account any coronavirus safety precautions, and
she was targeted throughout the meeting for wearing a union pin.

'They didn't care about our health when they sent us to those meetings," said Tejeda. "To them, the union
was a more important issue than the coronavirus. They made sure to give us papers about the union, but
didn't give us training or protective equipment for us in the stores.'

A spokesperon for HMSHost said in an email: 'During these difficult times, we continue to prioritize the
safety and well-being of our teams and travelers. As we try to serve the few passengers that are still
traveling, we are educating our associates daily with updated guidance according to the CDC
recommendations.'



Citing the pandemic, the manager of Clark county, Nevada, unilaterally suspended all union contracts with
the county. The decision affects about 9,000 workers, including hospital workers at University Medical
Center of Southern Nevada in Las Vegas.

A spokesperson for University Medical Center told the Guardian 'due to the rapidly evolving nature of this
global pandemic, we simply do not have time to delay urgent decisions.'

The Teamsters union has filed federal unfair labor practice charges of unlawful termination against CORT
furniture, a subsidiary of billionaire Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway, accusing the furniture rental
company of retaliating against workers for supporting unionisation just as the pandemic broke in the US.

Anthony Salcedo, a driver at the warehouse for nearly four years who was laid off, said: 'They're telling us
the reason why they terminated us is because of work reduction, but how is there work reduction if you
are hiring contractors to do our work? It's obvious why we were terminated. It wasn't because of work
reduction, it was because we were supporting a union.'

CORT furniture declined to comment, citing pending litigation.

Several other companies have been accused of opposing union organising efforts among workers during
the pandemic. Amazon-owned Whole Foods is using a data-powered heat mapping tool to monitor
unionisation risks among its over 500 stores throughout the US, as workers have held sick-out protests in
response to a lack of protections for workers during the pandemic. Workers at the online clothing
retailer Everlane and the art logistics company Uovo have filed federal labor charges accusing the
companies of firing workers during the pandemic for union organising.

'It's an absolute disgrace they would take advantage of a pandemic to frustrate workers' ability to organise
and get better representation for themselves so they're not risking their lives to perform essential
services,' said Celine McNicholas, government affairs director at the Economic Policy Institute (EPI).

According to a December 2019 EPI study, in over 40 per cent of union organising campaigns an employer
violates the law. 'This is an extreme moment we're in, but unfortunately this is the traditional employer
playbook in opposing workers' efforts to organise and collectively bargain for better pay and better health
and safety provisions,' added McNicholas."

Virtual Day of Mourning Ceremony Reinforces Need for Safer Workplaces During Pandemic
Daily Commercial News/Angela Gismondi

"That was the message from the Ottawa and District Labour Council's virtual Day of Mourning ceremony
held April 28 to honour those killed, injured or made ill at the workplace.

A number of ceremonies across the country were moved online this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Ceremonies in the nation's capital are typically held at Vincent Massey Park and at the Canadian Building
Trades Monument located in Major's Hill Park. The virtual event featured a number of speakers including
Robert Kucheran, chairman of Canada's Building Trades Unions (CBTU) and international vice-president
of the International Union of Painters and Allied Trades, and Sean McKenny, president of the Ottawa and
District Labour Council. A moment of silence was also observed.

'Never could any of us have imagined that our annual April 28 Day of
Mourning ceremony would be a virtual event, void of our path of flags as
we walk down to the Canadian Labour Congress monument to join with
hundreds in one of the largest annual Day of Mourning events in the
country,' said McKenny.



'Our role as a labour union and that of our elected officials, employers
and the broader community is to ensure we strengthen the health and
safety for all workers. The global coronavirus pandemic did not create this need, rather it reinforced the
necessity. Workers should never have to choose between their paycheque and their lives. The truly sad
part is that far too often they are put in a position where they do.

Perhaps even sadder is the very real possibility that whether in 1826 in the building of the Rideau Canal
or 1966 with the collapse of the Heron Road Workers Memorial Bridge or 2020 where a pandemic struck
so many including essential workers...workers, through no fault of their own will continue to be injured will
continue to die as a direct result of the workplace.'

Kucheran shared the story of losing his father in a tragic workplace incident 29 years ago. 'Today hits
especially close to home for me,' he said during the ceremony.

'When I allow myself to reconstruct the incidents and the events of that accident, the memory is just as
vivid as it was back then," he recalled. "The hurt from losing him doesn't lessen as time goes on. But if
there is something good that can be taken away from the bad is through the loss and suffering, much-
needed reforms to workplaces and work processes that serve to protect injuries, illnesses and deaths
have taken place.'

The day provides an opportunity to reflect on those who have given up their lives to build the needed
infrastructure, roads and buildings in this country, Kucheran added.

'We need to continue to understand the power of our collective voices and that power has the influence to
shape policy and legislation that is needed to protect workers right across this country,' he pointed out.
'We need to recommit ourselves to safety because worker safety should be everyone's priority. This
includes our courageous frontline workers still going to the jobsite be it in a hospital, still delivering goods
or on our many construction sites from coast to coast. We need to protect the health and safety of
frontline workers, it's paramount to stopping COVID-19.'"
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